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The Sweet Life

The Art & Science of Vineyard Sampling

by Justin Nevius and Amy Bess Cook

Do we winery employees just sit around nibbling grapes all day? Is

our work really all that romantic? Some days — yes!

We are, however, on a more serious mission. Long before Tin Barn

Vineyards brings fruit into the winery, we monitor it in the vineyard:

How are the flavors developing? What type of wine can we expect?

When will the fruit reach full maturity?

We’ve gotta get this stuff right, folks — it’s the only way to make great

wine. In this first installment of our 2015 Harvest Chronicles, we’ll

walk you through the process of sampling fruit for ripeness. You’ll find

it’s a sweet life, indeed.

Hi Vista Vineyard, Carneros, Sonoma
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Throughout the year, Tin Barn Vineyards winemaker Michael

Lancaster works closely with our winegrowers to ensure the desired

effects are coaxed from the grapes. He might request certain pruning,

watering, or trellising techniques in order to achieve certain flavors in

the wine. As harvest season nears, he spends more time in the

vineyard to see how cultivation is progressing.

Last week, Mike headed out to Hi Vista Vineyard to check on the

Sauvignon Blanc. We — new recruit Justin and longtime operations

director Amy Bess — tagged along, piling into piled into Mike’s old

pickup truck (350K miles and counting!). While Justin had sold wine

at a renowned Manhattan wine shop for years, he’d never sampled

fruit in a vineyard. Meanwhile, Amy Bess assists Mike with vineyard

sampling every season, always eager to learn more. None of us here

ever turns down a new lesson in the art of winemaking!

Hi Vista Vineyard is situated in Carneros, a fairly cool growing region

for Sauvignon Blanc. Mike had his eye on three different blocks,

where the fruit has been planted and maintained in different ways. By

taking samples from each block, he can decide which block, or

combination of blocks, will comprise the final wine.

· Block A Older vines feature slow-ripening fruit that may add a layer

of complexity and concentration to the finished wine.

· Block B Newer vines are unleafed, so the fruit is somewhat shaded

and slower ripening.

· Block C Newer vines have been leafed, exposing the fruit to the sun.

This block has been our source for previous vintages of Sauvignon

Blanc.

To begin, we mapped out a sampling scheme. A good sample will

consider the anatomy of the vines. Grapes ripen differently in various

spots along the row. They also ripen differently in certain parts of the

berry cluster, as well as different parts of the berry itself. Our scheme

was this:

· Walk twenty paces.

· Pick three berries from each of four clusters
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· Walk twenty more paces.

· Pick similarly from the other side of the row.

Our samples included:

· 1 berry from the top of the cluster

· 1 berry from the middle of the cluster

· 1 berry at the tip of the cluster

Along the way, we nibbled. We tasted. We zigzagged through the

vines, considering the flavors. Our hands oozed with sticky juice and

dirt. At the end of our vineyard walk, we had three zippered plastic

bags full of berries. A reliable sample of a given block is typically

considered 100 berries or more.

Back at the winery, we analyzed the grapes. To turn the samples into

juice, we placed each zippered plastic bagful of fruit on the counter

and went to work, smashing and popping the little green berries. It

was satisfying, like playing with bubble wrap. The result was three
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bagsful of green juice, grape skins and seeds. Liquid was then filtered

into three different beakers: A, B, & C.

Passing the beakers among us, we tasted our prize juice. It smelled

vegetal, rather than fruity. One sip told us that the very tart and

highly acidic stuff was not ready to be made into wine. What did the

numbers say?

Mike measures brix using a refracto meter
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The first number we were measuring was brix, or the amount of sugar

in the juice. We at Tin Barn Vineyards usually harvest fruit for

Sauvignon Blanc near 23 brix. Two tools, a refractometer and a DMA,

measure brix in wine. We use both, just to be doubly sure. Turned out,

our fruit was only at 17 brix — as we’d surmised, not yet sweet

enough!

What about acidity? To test this factor, we measured pH. Quality wine

has acidity that corresponds with the concentration of its fruit flavors,

giving it a sensation of being balanced when tasted. Our Sauvignon

Blanc grapes have a lot of acidity, but not yet the capability to produce

those balancing fruit flavors. So, we will wait.

We want a few more tests run on the fruit, so we separate some juice

into vials and send it to a local lab for further analaysis. Overall,

although the grapes are not ready to be made into wine, they are

maturing nicely and should be ready to harvest later this month. (Stay

tuned!)

In the end, Justin loved his vineyard walk, claiming,

Seeing where Tin Barn Vineyards’ Sauvignon Blanc grapes grow, and

being able to touch them, makes me feel more connected to that

particular wine.

Welcome to winery life, Justin!

We’ll take our knowledge of the art and science of berry sampling and

continue to venture into the vineyards over the coming months. A

walk in the vineyard is not a bad way to start the day, after all.

http://gardco.com/pages/optical/re/brix.cfm
http://www.winespectator.com/drvinny/show/id/5035
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Still curious some of what’s been discussed here? We recommend

these resources:

Deborah Parker Wong on Berry Analysis at Enartis Vinquiry

Tin Barn Vineyards Sauvignon Blanc, Carneros, Hi Vista Vineyard

https://deborahparkerwong.files.wordpress.com/2015/03/berry-sensory-analysis.pdf
http://www.tinbarnvineyards.com/Wine
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